Strategies for Using PowerPoint in the Classroom

- **Play Music to Set the Mood for Learning.**
  An excellent way to set the mood for learning in the classroom is to play music in the background as students enter. This can help settle down large classes prior to the start of your instruction.

- **Get Your Students Thinking. Display a Question at the Beginning of Class.**
  When students begin shuffling into class, one way to get them prepared to interact with your materials is to display a question at the front of the room. Go even further and invite them to speak about the question with a classmate and prepare to share their thoughts with the class.

- **Combine PowerPoint Presentation with In-Class Activities.**
  Instead of showing an entire PowerPoint presentation straight through, pause it from time to time to do active in-class activities and exercises. Then return to the presentation.

- **Offer Fill-in-the-Blank Slides on Blackboard and Ask Students to Bring Them to Class to Finish.**
  If you opt to leave certain text areas on the slides blank, students will need to attend and participate in lecture in order to complete their notes.

- **Compare and Contrast.**
  Ask your students to take a survey on Blackboard. Use PowerPoint to compare and contrast their results with some other data group (e.g., national). Discuss the differences with your students.

- **Use Branching Presentations to Allow Students to Steer Conversation.**
  Give students a choice to decide which topic they would like to discuss in class. A branching presentation will give you the ability to jump to different locations within a presentation.

- **Create Interactive Games**
  It is possible to create highly interactive question and answer games in PowerPoint. Check out The PowerPoint Parade of Games website at [http://facstaff.uww.edu/jonesd/games/](http://facstaff.uww.edu/jonesd/games/) This website has downloadable samples and templates of interactive games available for instructors.
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